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MR. H. MORRISON'S SPEECH AT BLACKPOOL

Speaking at the Textile Trades Union Conference at Blackpool this

morning. Mr. Herbert Morrison, the Home Secretary, said:-

The defeat of Government candidates is of course not a welcome

experience for Ministers. Yet, while everybody must be willing to learn

such lessons as are. tp be learned ..there is no reason for us to become rattled nor

would the electors wish us to be rattled. Moreover, the victors, whatever their merits may be, are

pro-war; and have proclaimed- themselves an supporters of the Prime

Minister: the enemy is indeed foolish if he thinks that anti-war

candidates would stand a chance in any British constituency, further,
this Government is strong and powerful enough, and its Parliamentary

position is secure enough, to stand the defeat of a Government candidate

now and again.

The mind and energies of the nation are on the war, All the

established political parties and their members are putting the v/ar effort

first. The register is stale and political campaigning is faced

inevitably with much difficulty and many impediments. In these

circumstances it is admittedly difficult to draw any clean moral from

by-election results.

There is no virtue in the election of candidates standing independently

of the Government simply for the sake of doing it. That would be sheer

irresponsibility; indeed, it might be worse -it might load to that

political confusion and endless splitting of parties which, as Europe has

all too clearly seen, has its dangers to orderly and decisive democratic

government,

A Parliament of "independents" would be a Parliament of chaotic,

changing groups. Prom time to time the party system is condemned by the

thoughtless; and sometimes by ambitious, undisciplined men who take a

chance of a quick return to Parliament, hell, let the thoughtless

remember the story of French democracy with its innumerable parliamentary

groups and its succession of weak governments.

Let them remember the German attempts at Parliamentary government

based on a largo number of political groups and no parliamentary majority,

no stable Government, a situation which led to government by decree in

peace-time and made the path to power easier for Hitler,

On the other hand, there are lessons, for the political parties upon

whose good will and support, strong and vigorous government depends. They

should maintain within their respective ranks comradeship, solidarity

cohesion, and reasonable discipline, and this applies to the political

organisations in the constituencies no less than to political headquarters

and the Parliamentary parties.
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